BEAULIEU ROAD SALE
NEW FOREST, HANTS

3 miles from Lyndhurst on the B3056 Beaulieu Road and adjoining Beaulieu Road Station

Sale by Auction of

550
NEW FOREST PONIES
and other breeds of horses and ponies

under the auspices of the NEW FOREST LIVESTOCK SOCIETY

THURSDAY 21ST SEPTEMBER 2006
Commencing at 10.30 am

The Livestock Market
Salisbury Road
Netherhampton
Salisbury SP2 8RH
Tel 01722 321215
Fax 01722 421553

£1.50
SALE NOTES

1. **CONDITIONS OF SALE** The sale will be held under the General Conditions of Sale as printed at the back of the Catalogue and also under the Conditions of Sale applicable to Southern Counties Auctioneers Horse Sales, a full copy of which is available in the Auctioneers Office. **It is the duty of all Purchasers and Vendors to acquaint themselves with the Conditions of Sale.** In the case of variance, the Horse Sales Conditions will take precedence.

2. **PAYMENT** All lots are paid for on the day of sale and within one hour of the end of the sale. Cheques will not be accepted from Purchasers unknown to the Auctioneers unless prior arrangements have been made. Prospective buyers wishing to pay by cheque must be prepared to produce a Bankers Reference or Cheque Guarantee Card for a sum to cover their purchases.

3. **WARRANTIES** the only warranties at the Sales are -

   - **Quiet to Ride** which shall imply that the animal may be ridden by a reasonably experienced person, on its own, in company and in traffic and is sound in wind, eyes, heart and action.
   - **Good Hunter** which shall imply that the animal is ‘quiet to ride’ (as above) has been hunted and is capable of being hunted.
   - **Quiet to Drive** which shall imply that the animal is quiet and capable of being driven in single harness, in and out of traffic and is capable of doing a reasonable days work and is sound in wind, heart and action.

   It is a condition of warranty that all such warranted animals shall be free from any disease either infectious or contagious, that they shall be free of vice(s) such as crib biting, wind sucking, weaving etc (unless expressly declared) and that such animals have not been tubed, fired, un-nerved or operated upon for unsoundness of any kind (unless expressly declared).

4. **UNLESS SO STATED IN THE CATALOGUE OR AT THE TIME OF SALE, UNBROKEN PONIES CARRY NO WARRANTY.**

5. **UNWARRANTED ANIMALS** are sold as seen and are taken with all faults and vices whether described or not and cannot be returned under any circumstances.

6. **COMPLAINT PROCEDURE** Purchasers are reminded that they have until **MIDDAY ON THE SATURDAY FOLLOWING THE SALE** to satisfy themselves that any such warranted animal fulfils its warranty. There can be **NO CLAIM** under the warranties unless the Auctioneers have been notified prior to the above time. There similarly will be no claim if the payment in full has not been received by the Auctioneers.

7. **INJURY** The Auctioneers accept **NO** responsibility for injury to or accident to either the Vendors or their lots, purchasers or people attending the sales from any cause whatsoever, during the time time they are in the Sale Yard or In transit to or from the Sales. People attend the Sales at their own risk.

8. **DESCRIPTION** The descriptions in the catalogue are those furnished by the Vendors and the Auctioneers are not to be held liable for any mis-description, heights and ages are not guaranteed and Purchasers must satisfy themselves as to these matters. Any claim by purchasers under the Trades Description, Misrepresentation or Sale of Goods Act must be made directly by the Purchaser against the Vendor. Vendors must notify the Auctioneers at once of any mis-statements as to their entries otherwise the description as printed in the catalogue will be deemed correct, furthermore, any verbal statement made by the Vendor and entered on the Auctioneers Sale Sheet will be deemed binding on the Vendor in so far as any dispute between Vendor and Purchaser may be actionable at Law.

9. **ALL LOTS** at the fall of the hammer become the property of the Purchaser.

10. **VENDORS MUST ASCERTAIN THAT THEIR LOTS ARE SOLD BEFORE LEAVING THE SALE YARD** Failure to do so may result in a further charge.

11. **ANY DECISION** made by the Society or the Auctioneers as to the conduct at these Sales shall be final and binding at all times.

12. **VALUE ADDED TAX** all lots are subject to VAT at the standard rate unless otherwise stated.

13. **Late entries. Uncatalogued entries will be subject to a £10 offering fee (non-refundable)**

14. **Individual pens may be available at a charge of £5 per pen payable on entry to the sale yard.**

15. **There will be a minimum bid of 10 guineas in sections 1, 2 and 3.**
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO ALL PROSPECTIVE PURCHASERS AT THIS AUCTION
PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS

EVERY PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER MUST CALL AT THE SALES OFFICE ON THE SALE SITE TO REGISTER THEIR NAME & ADDRESS AND COLLECT THEIR PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER

THIS PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER MUST BE SHOWN TO THE AUCTIONEER AT THE TIME OF EACH PURCHASE (instead of giving name)

THE AUCTIONEER WILL SELL ONLY TO PURCHASER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS - NOT TO NAMES AND THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE

PLEASE COLLECT YOUR IDENTIFICATION NUMBER WELL BEFORE THE START OF THE AUCTION

Your co-operation is very much appreciated
**PRE-SALE SHOW**

There will be a Pre-Sale Foal Show in the following classes:

- Registered Fillies
- Registered Colts

From these classes an Overall Champion will be judged.

Rosettes will be awarded for:
Best Forest Bred Pony in each class

Judging will commence at 9.00 am sharp
This year’s judge – Mr David Sykes

All the ponies entered in the show will be offered for sale through the sale ring in their catalogue order and prize winners will be announced at the time of sale.

The Show has been organised by The New Forest Pony Publicity Group in association with the New Forest Livestock Society.
CATALOGUE
SALE COMMENCES at 10.30 am PROMPT

PLEASE NOTE NO FOAL WILL BE ACCEPTED AT THIS SALE.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
THIS CATALOGUE IS COMPILED FROM THE ENTRIES RECEIVED BY THE AUCTIONEERS. HOWEVER, THE AUCTIONEERS CANNOT ACCEPT ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR PONIES NOT BROUGHT FORWARD ON THE DAY OF SALE.

ENTRIES INTO THIS SALE ARE ONLY ACCEPTABLE FROM CURRENT MEMBERS OF EITHER THE NEW FOREST PONY BREED SOCIETY OR THE COMMONERS DEFENCE ASSOCIATION.
IF YOU ARE NOT A MEMBER OF EITHER OF THESE BODIES DO NOT BRING ANY PONIES TO THE SALE YARD AS THEY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.

SECTIONS 1 and 2
PONIES REGISTERED IN THE NEW FOREST PONY STUDBOOK
THERE WILL BE A PASSPORT TRANSFER FEE
ALL PONIES IN THIS SECTION WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MINIMUM BID OF 10 GUINEAS ALL LOTS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 17.5% UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
** PLEASE NOTE**
IN ACCORDANCE WITH CONDITION 11 OF THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF SALE, VENDORS OF PONIES UNSOLD DUE TO RESERVE OR BOUGHT IN WILL BE CHARGED AN OFFERING FEE OF £5 PER HEAD TO BE PAID BEFORE THE PONIES ARE REMOVED FROM THE SALE YARD.

MISS A V DRODGE
1 CHESTNUT YEARLING COLT NFS 47-435
SIRE: DAINTY LAD 14.2 HH
WELL MARKED COLT, MAKE NICE DRIVING PONY

MRS M RAYNER
2 GREY YEARLING COLT 47-250 DENNY LAD WELL GROWN YEARLING COLT BY BROOKSHILL ROYAL

D DIBDIN ESQ
3-6 YEARLING

HURLEY FARM STUD
7-8 YEARLING COLT

G CROCKFORD & S BAILEY
9 DARK BAY YEARLING COLT NFS47-304
SIRE: BUCKLAND DRAGONSAYER
DAM: MOCKBEGGAR SOUTHWIND II
APPROX 12HH AND STILL GROWING

10 BAY YEARLING COLT NFS47-351
SIRE: FURZLEY LODGE BENJAMIN
DAM: RUSHMOOR SCOTT FREE
12HH AND STILL GROWING

CE & AB COUTTS
11 BAY YEARLING COLT

MR RH BENNETT
12 CHESTNUT YEARLING COLT NFS47-536 MOCKBEGGAR HARRY
13 YEARLING COLT
MISS H WEBSTER
14 LIVER CHESTNUT YEARLING COLT NFS47-165 MOCKBEGGAR WANDERING
MINSTREL
SIRE: FOXHILLS STATESMAN S33-036
DAM: MOCKBEGGAR VANITY

MR D B A BESSANT
15 ROAN YEARLING COLT NFS 47-464 CLAYHILL CASPER
SIRE: WARREN PLAY-AWAY
DAM: RUSHMOOR SHANN

MRS D VAN HENNIK
16 BAY YEARLING FILLY BUCKLAND BROWN SUGAR NFM47-346
SIRE: BUCKLAND DRAGONSLAYER
17 DUN YEARLING FILLY BUCKLAND BAMBOO NFM 47-347
SIRE: BUCKLAND DRAGONSLAYER
18 BLACK YEARLING FILLY BUCKLAND KELLY NFM47-292
SIRE: BUCKLAND DRAGONSLAYER

MR A INGRAM
19 BAY YEARLING FILLY HALTER BROKEN

MRS C MCEVOY
20 BAY YEARLING FILLY NFM47-455 FAIRCROSS ANGEL
SIRE: LOVELYHILL GLIDING HIGH S41-020
DAM: PINK FIZZ M32-105
FOREST BRED SHOULD MAKE 14+ HH

D DIBDIN ESQ
21 CHESTNUT COLT 3 Y.O.
22 ROAN & WHITE COLT 2 Y.O.

MRS A J RALPHS
23 DUN MALE
SIRE: LOVELYHILL HOME TOUCH
DAM: FIDLEYWOOD FOLLY
24 DUN MALE
SIRE: LOVELYHILL HOME TOUCH
DAM: FIDLEYWOOD FLIGHT
25 BAY MALE SIRE: LOVELYHILL HOME TOUCH
DAM: FIDLEYWOOD FEN

D DIBDIN ESQ
26 LIGHT CHESTNUT GELDING 4 Y.O. NFPBG175 MILLERSFORD WOODSORREL
HALTER BROKEN

D W STEPHENS ESQ
27 BLACK STALLION 10 Y.O. NFS39-050 FURZELY LODGE NEIL
KIND TEMPERAMENT, GOOD TO CATCH & BOX, SIRES GOOD FOALS

R G READHEAD ESQ
28 DARK BROWN MALE 8 Y.O. NFS40-147 ASHDENE SAMUEL
QUIET, EASY TO CATCH & BOX, VET INSPECTION WELCOMED

N SMITH
29 BAY GELDING 3 Y.O. NFS47-073 14.1 HH
SIRE: LOVELY HILL HIGH-JACK
DAM: HOWEN HISTAR
ALWAYS WORMED, HALTER BROKEN, UP TO HEIGHT GELDING, READY TO BREAK
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Owner/Photographer</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>MISS L VAN HENNIK</td>
<td>SHAMLORD'S AMBER SUN NFS 38-039</td>
<td>BUCKLAND SUNFLOWER NFM 46-096</td>
<td>CHESTNUT FILLY 2 Y.O.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>MRS A J RALPHS</td>
<td>LOVELYHILL HOME TOUCH</td>
<td>FIDLEYWOOD FIESTA</td>
<td>CHESTNUT FEMALE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>COUNTRYSIDE EDUCATION TRU</td>
<td>OAKFIELD LAWRIE</td>
<td>WARREN REDSTONE</td>
<td>BAY FILLY 8 Y.O. NFM41-116 HARTFORD ROSIE-LEE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>MR RH BENNETT</td>
<td>OAKFIELD LAWRIE</td>
<td>WARREN REDSTONE</td>
<td>BLACK MARE 11 Y.O. NFM39-425 MOCKBEGGAR MOLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>R C WHITE ESQ</td>
<td>LOVELYHILL HOME TOUCH</td>
<td>FIDLEYWOOD FIESTA</td>
<td>ROAN MARE MEADOWSWEET SERRANUIM NFM 33-038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-36</td>
<td>AJ &amp; RC STRIDE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>MR RH BENNETT</td>
<td>OAKFIELD LAWRIE</td>
<td>WARREN REDSTONE</td>
<td>BLUE ROAN MARE 17 Y.O. MOCKBEGGAR BLUE ROCK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>MR D B A BESSANT</td>
<td>OAKFIELD LAWRIE</td>
<td>WARREN REDSTONE</td>
<td>BAY MARE 17 Y.O. NFM35-455 CLAYTON COTTON CANDY, HAS BEEN RUNNING WITH STALLION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>MRS P C MABBUTT</td>
<td>TREWLEY TOBIAS NFS30-101</td>
<td>Gritnam Karen N12722</td>
<td>CHESTNUT BAY MARE PRIMA GOLDIE LOCKS NFM29-051 (GRADED MARE) RUN ON THE FOREST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
<td>TREWLEY TOBIAS NFS30-101</td>
<td>Gritnam Karen N12722</td>
<td>CHESTNUT BAY MARE PRIMA ANNIE NFM36-542 (GRADED MARE) RUN ON THE FOREST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>MRS E M GERRELLI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BAY MARE NFM35-113 FIR TREE CLARE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43</td>
<td>S P DRODGE ESQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COLT FOAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>J F KITCHER ESQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FOAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>S P DRODGE ESQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COLT FOAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46-57</td>
<td>J F KITCHER ESQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FOAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>COLT FOAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MISS D MACNAIR
59  ROAN COLT FOAL NFS 48-024 BEACON BENJAMIN
SIRE: FURZEFY LODGE BENJAMIN
DAM: ASHFIELD JUDY - GRADED MARE

S KITCHER ESQ
60-61  FOAL

MA & CB COOPER
62  DARK CHESTNUT COLT FOAL 6 M.O. NFS48/048 ASHLETT RED ROBIN
WORMED, WEANED AND HALTER BROKEN, LOVELY TEMPERAMENT AND EASY TO
HANDLE. ENTERED IN PRE-SALE FOAL SHOW.

MRS JOYCE PLUMBLY
63-64  COLT FOAL
65  FILLY FOAL

J KING ESQ
66-69  COLT FOAL

K ROSTIGINA ESQ
70  GREY COLT FOAL

AJ & RC STRIDE
71-82  FOAL

A STRIDE ESQ
83-85  FOAL

O COOK ESQ
86  BAY COLT FOAL

J COOK
87  BAY COLT FOAL
88  BAY FILLY FOAL

S KITCHER ESQ
89-90  FOAL

J PLUMBLY ESQ
91  COLT FOAL

L W MANSBRIDGE ESQ
92-95  NEW FOREST FILLY FOAL

MRS J MANSBRIDGE
96-98  NEW FOREST FILLY FOAL
99-101  NEW FOREST COLT FOAL

L D MANSBRIDGE ESQ
102-105  NEW FOREST FILLY FOAL
106-109  NEW FOREST COLT FOAL

R G MANSBRIDGE ESQ
110-117  FOAL

D F INGRAM ESQ
118-123  FOAL
MR P RIX
125   ROAN COLT FOAL
      SIRE: ASHLEY GOLDEN WONDER
      DAM: BLACKHEATH HOTSHOT

MISS S MARSH
126   CHESTNUT COLT FOAL 5 M.O. HAYWARDS GOLDRUSH
      STUNNING COLT BY MULTIPLE, RIDDEN AND IN-HAND CHAMPION LONGCOPSE
      ELTON, WILL MAKE WONDERFUL STALLION AND SHOW PONY, SHOULD MAKE 14 HH

MR J POTHECARY
127   BAY COLT FOAL BY BROOKSHILL BRUMBY
128   BAY COLT FOAL BY MONKSHORN SNIPER

MRS J POTHECARY
129   BAY FILLY FOAL
      SIRE: BROOKSHILL BRUMBY
      DAM: LONGWATER PIPPIN

D W STEPHENS ESQ
130 -135 FOAL

MRS J PEARCE
136   BAY COLT FOAL NFS48-091 CHURCHMEADOW CARUSO
      WEANED, WORMED & HALTER BROKEN
137   BAY COLT FOAL NFS 48-092 CHURCHMEADOW MUSKETEER BAY COLT
138   BAY FILLY FOAL NFM48-094 CHURCHMEADOW TWIGGY
      REG. WORMED, HALTER BROKEN

R G READHEAD ESQ
139   BAY FILLY FOAL NFM48-089 HALTER BROKEN, VERY QUIET, HAS BEEN WORMED
140 -142 FILLY FOAL
143 -145 COLT FOAL
146   FILLY FOAL NFPBM651 ASHDENE RIPPLETON
      SIRE: ASHDENE SAMUEL
      DAM: ASHDENE RIPPLE

MRS P DUNNING
147   CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL
      SIRE: WARREN PLAY-AWAY
      DAM: FOXHILLS BRAMBLE (GRADED MARE)
148   CHESTNUT ROAN COLT FOAL 5 M.O. NFS48-029 FOXHILLS BAMBOOZLE
      SIRE: WARREN PLAY-AWAY
      DAM: FOXHILLS BABYCHAM II (GRADED MARE)

G RICKMAN ESQ
149   STRAWBERRY ROAN FILLY VERY PRETTY
150   FOAL

MR A INGRAM
151 -164 FOAL

MISS K WHETREN
165   CHESTNUT COLT FOAL BY RUSHMOOR PLAYWRIGHT
      HALTER BROKEN
166   BAY FILLY FOAL BY PONDHEAD PANSHINE

CE & AB COUTTS
167 -168 BAY COLT FOAL
MISS L VAN HENNIK
169  CHESTNUT COLT FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER (DUTCH BRED NF)
DAM: MONKSHORN HYBRED (GRADED MARE) NFM32-146
170  CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: BUCKLAND SUNFLOWRE (NFM 46-096)
171  CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: BUCKLAND MAGPIE (GRADED MARE)

MRS D VAN HENNIK
172  BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: BUCKLAND BONNIE (14 HH NFM 46-578)
173  BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: LOVELY HILL CRANBORNE HEIGHTS - CHAMPION STALLION
DAM: MONKSHORN LUPE - PRIZE WINNING MARE
WELL MARKED FOAL
174  BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER ( DUTCH BRED NF 14 HH)
DAM: BUCKLAND WALNUT (NFM 40-037)
175  BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER (DUTCH BRED)
DAM: MONKSHORN MAGGIE (NFM 33-358)
176  BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: YEWTREE LADY-IN-RED (14 HH NFM 42-185)
177  BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: BUCKLAND STELLA (NFM 45-384)
178  GREY FILLY FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: MONKSHORN MISTY NFM 46-115
179  BAY FILLY FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: SOWLEY PIPPA (GRADED MARE NFM 35-178)
180  BAY FILLY FOAL
SIRE: ORCHID'S JASPER
DAM: BUCKLAND MAYHEM (NFM 45-383)

MR RH BENNETT
181  BAY COLT FOAL NFS 48-074 MOCKBEGGAR GIDEON
182  CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL MOCKBEGGAR FELIX
183 -194  FOAL

R C WHITE ESQ
195 -196  FOAL

J S POOLEY ESQ
197 -199  FILLY FOAL
200 -207  COLT FOAL

M MATON
208 -209  COLT FOAL
210  GREY FILLY FOAL
211  BAY COLT FOAL

M GERRELLI ESQ
212 -219  FOAL
A L DRODGE ESQ
220 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL
SIRE: OBERSHADE SKYLARK
221 GREY FILLY FOAL
SIRE: PORTMORE TEMPEST

W P DRODGE ESQ
222 DARK BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: LOVELYHILL HENDRIX
DAM: 13.3HH MARE
WELL GROWN FOAL

J WINTER ESQ
223 BROWN FILLY FOAL HOWEN GINA GINNA QUIET TO HANDLE, OUT OF 14HH MARE,
EATING HARD FEED, WORMED, ETC, IN FOAL SHOW
224 -228 FOAL - DETAILS TIME OF SALE

MRS V MARSHALL
229 LIVER CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL CAMERON DARK HORSE, FOREST BRED
SIRE: BAKEBURN JETHRO
DAM: CAMERON HONEY II
230 BROWN FILLY FOAL CAMERON SWEET DREAMS
SIRE: BAKEBURN JETHRO
DAM: CAMERON GOODNIGHT
FOREST BRED 5 GENERATIONS
231 BAY COLT FOAL, CAMERON SEVENTEEN
SIRE: CAMERON SEVEN II
DAM: BROOKSHILL ROYAL
FOREST BRED 3 GENERATIONS
232 DARK GREY COLT FOAL CAMERON MERCURY
SIRE: WEIRS HARRY II
DAM: CAMERON MERCURY
HOME BRED 5 GENERATIONS

A HUMBLE ESQ
233-234 GREY FILLY FOAL LOVELY FOREST BRED FILLY HALTER BROKEN, WEANED &
WORMED

C MOORE
235 -240 FOAL

MRS E LOVELL
241 -242 FOAL
243 BAY COLT FOAL NFS 48-072 ROWDOWN RANGER, MAKE 13.2HH
244 ROAN COLT FOAL NFS 48-069 ROWDOWN POSER

B INGRAM ESQ
245 CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL NFM 48-125 OAKWOOD JAYBEE
SIRE: BROOKSHILL ROYAL
DAM: JAY NFM39-917
IN FOAL SHOW
246 BAY COLT FOAL NFS 48-098 OAKWOOD BARNABY
SIRE: LOVELYHILL HOME TOUCH NFS45-078
DAM: PIPPA III NFM41-253
IN FOAL SHOW
247 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL NFS48-125 OAKWOOD TUPPENSE
SIRE: FAIRCROSS SUNRISE NFS34-020
DAM: SILVER IX NFM39-890
IN FOAL SHOW
B INGRAM ESQ

248  GREY COLT FOAL OAKWOOD LEO  
     SIRE: FURZEY LODGE ZENNICA NFS40-149  
     DAM: LUCY X NFM39-917  
     FOREST BRED, QUIET & HALTER BROKEN

L INGRAM

249  BAY COLT FOAL NFS48-089 HILLTOP JESTER  
     SIRE: MOORTOWN NOBBY S38-030  
     DAM: ROSEMARY VIII M39-895 (CHAMPION FOREST FED MARE 2004)  
     VERY QUIET, HALTER BROKEN, WILL MAKE GOOD RIDING PONY,  
     IN FOAL SHOW

MR D B A BESSANT

250 -252  COLT FOAL SIRE: OBERSHADE SKYLARK  
     253 -254  FILLY FOAL

MS J TILLYER

255  BROWN COLT FOAL BLACKWELL WINTER BILL  
     SIRE: KNIGHTSWAY BILLY BOY  
     DAM: BLACKWELL TWINKLE  
     DAM SIRE: BURNFORD JESTER  
     CUPWINNER AT BREED SHOW, HALTERED, HANDLED, WEANED & WORMED, WILL  
     BE ENTERED IN PRE-SALE FOAL SHOW

MRS M A TILLYER

256  BLACK/GREY FILLY FOAL SPRATTSDOWN WOODSMOKE  
     SIRE: NEW COPSE FIDDLER  
     DAM: SPRATTSDOWN DIZZY DUNLOP - GRADED MARE  
     DAM SIRE: SILVERLEA MIGHTY DON  
     HALTERED, HANDLED, WEANED & WORMED  
     WILL BE ENTERED IN PRE-SALE FOAL SHOW

MR & MRS WO DIBDIN

257  BAY COLT FOAL 4 M.O. ASHLEY ROB ROY  
     SIRE: BEECHWOOD COMET  
     DAM: LUCKINGTON LUCINDA

J E HAYNES ESQ

258  CHESTNUT COLT FOAL 4 M.O.  
     SIRE: BROOKSHILL BRUMBY NFS46-095  
     DAM: FURZEY LODGE FUZZY NFM36-011

259  BAY COLT FOAL 4 M.O.  
     SIRE: LOVELY HILL HOME TOUCH NFS45-078  
     DAM: GLENBEECH COCONUT NFM42-080

260  CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL 4 M.O.  
     SIRE: BACKBURN JETHRO NFS39-239  
     DAM: GLENBEECH SWEETIE NFM40-513 (GRADED MARE)

N ADAMS ESQ

261  BROWN COLT FOAL FOUR WHITE SOCKS & BLAZE

J GERRELLI ESQ

262 -266  COLT FOAL

MISS R KING

267  BLACK FILLY FOAL PETERS TIP TOP  
     SIRE: MUDEFORD SOVEREIGN  
     DAM: PETERS TOPSY TURVY
CW HOUSE ESQ

268
BLUE ROAN FILLY FOAL
SIRE: LOVELY HILL CRANBOURNE HEIGHTS

269
BROWN FILLY FOAL
SIRE: BUCKLAND CRUISER

270 - 275
FOAL

MRS P C MABBUTT

276
BAY COLT FOAL PRIMA HOLLYBERRY
SIRE: LOVELY HILL GLIDING HIGH
DAM: PRIMA HOLLY (GRADED MARE)

277
DUN FILLY FOAL
SIRE: LOVELY HILL GLIDING HIGH
DAM: PONDHEAD CAMILLA (GRADED MARE)

278
BLACK FILLY FOAL
SIRE: LIMEKILN ENDEAVOUR
DAM: PRIMA PICKLES (GRADED MARE)

279 - 284
FOAL

JH & TS YOUNG & NINEHAM

285
CHESTNUT COLT FOAL BROOK DOYLE
SIRE: RUSHMOOR PLAYWRIGHT
DAM: BROOK AMARYLLIS

286
BAY COLT FOAL BROCK DENZIL
SIRE: RUSHMOOR PLAYWRIGHT
DAM: MOONRAKERS MADEMOISELLE

287
BAY COLT FOAL NFS48-058 BROCK BRIGHT SPARK
SIRE: BROCK UCKANEER
DAM: BROCK BROCADE - CHAMPION
TO MAKE TOP CLASS CHILD'S PONY, WELL HANDLED

288
BAY COLT FOAL NFS48-057 BROCK BACKGAMMON
SIRE: BROCK BUCCANEER
DAM: BROCK BACCARRAT - CHAMPION 1ST PRIZE WINNER OF BATH & WEST & 3 COUNTIES, WELL HANDLED STRONG FOAL, TO MAKE EXCELLENT WORKING/RIDING PONY

MRS M REEVES

289
BROWN COLT FOAL

MR G REES

290
BAY COLT FOAL 5 M.O. NFS48-045
SIRE: OBERSHADE SKYLARK

291
GREY COLT FOAL NFS48-044
SIRE: OBERSHADE SKYLARK

292
BAY COLT FOAL NFS48-046
SIRE: OBERSHADE SKYLARK

MRS C HOPKINS

293
BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: MALLARDSWOOD GIGALO - THE BREED SHOW CHAMPION

SALLY FEAR

294
DARK BROWN FILLY FOAL 4 M.O. TILEBARN MAGDALENE
SIRE: BROOKSHILL MUSTANG S46-096
DAM: MARY'S MIDNIGHT NFM45-343
EXCEPTIONALLY BEAUTIFUL FILLY, WORMED ETC

295
BROWN COLT FOAL 4 M.O. TILEBARN JOSEPH
SIRE: BROOKSHILL MUSTANG S46-096
DAM: MARY MADONNA NFM46-053
QUIET & EAGER TO LEARN SINCE BIRTH, FULL OF CHARACTER, WORMED, ETC
MRS E M GERRELLI
296 CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL LUCKY LANE SUNSET II
SIRE: RUSHMOOR PLAYWRIGHT
297 BAY COLT FOAL LUCKY LANE HIPPY
SIRE: FURZEY LODGE ZENNICA
298 BAY COLT FOAL LUCKY LANE CHIPPER
SIRE: LOVELY HILL HOME TOUCH
299 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL LUCKY LANE COCK ROBIN
SIRE: LOVELY HILL HOME TOUCH
300 BAY FILLY FOAL LUCKY LANE CHARLENE
SIRE: RUSHMOOR PLAYWRIGHT
301 ROAN COLT FOAL LUCKY LANE PLAY BOY
SIRE: WARREN PLAY AWAY
302 CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL LUCKY LANE SUNNYSIDE
SIRE: LOVELY HILL HOME TOUCH
303 -305 FOAL

MRS M RAYNER
306 CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL 48-104 CRABBSWOOD ZETA
SIRE: WOODY BLUE MIST
STRONG, WELL GROWN FILLY FOAL
307 CHESTNUT FILLY FOAL 48-112 CRABBSWOOD ZARZUELA
SIRE: WOODY BLUE MIST
LOVELY WELL-HANDED FILLY FOAL
308 BAY COLT FOAL 48-100 CRABBSWOOD ZEPHYR
SIRE: WOODY BLUE MIST
VERY QUIET, NICE COLT FOAL
309 48-099 CRABBSWOOD SENOR
SIRE: WOODY BLUE MIST
VERY SMART COLT FOAL

MESR J & M GERRELLI
310 -317 FOREST BRED FOAL OUT OF GOOD HARDY MARE

S J RAYNER ESQ
318 BAY COLT FOAL BIG STRONG FOAL OUT OF SILVERLEA SUNWILLOW

J R GERRELLI ESQ
319 -322 FOREST BRED FOAL

D DIBDIN ESQ
323 -326 FOAL, WEANED AND WORMED

J ADAMS ESQ
327 BAY FILLY FOAL NFM 48-041 HOLLYBROOKE CYGNET
SIRE: PORTMORE PICKLE
DAM: GRADED MARE
328 BROWN COLT FOAL NFS 48-039
SIRE: BRANSGORE SOVEREIGN
DAM: GRADED MARE
FOREST BRED FOAL
329 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL NFS 48-041
SIRE: SKYWALKER

MRS A J RALPHS
330 -333 FOAL
MESR P&J WHAPHAM

334  DARK BAY FILLY FOAL MARYDORE URSULA
     SIRE: LOVELY HILL CRANBORNE HEIGHTS
     DAM: COPSEMEAD CINNAMON
     WELL-GROWN FILLY FULLY WEANED & HALTER BROKEN

J TOWNSEND ESQ

335  BAY ROAN COLT FOAL S48-032 MARCHWOOD PERKY II
     SIRE: BAKEBURN JETHRO
     DAM: MARCHWOOD PIGLET
     HALTER BROKEN

336  BAY COLT FOAL S48-033 MARCHWOOD JESTER
     SIRE: BAKEBURN JETHRO
     DAM: MARCHWOOD JOY
     HALTER BROKEN

R J BESSANT ESQ

337 -340 FOAL

MISS S HARRISON

341  FOAL

C MATON ESQ

342 -344 FOAL

J GULLIVER ESQ

345 -346 FOAL

L BYFORD ESQ

347  BAY COLT FOAL
     SIRE: KNIGHTSWOOD BILLY BOY
     DAM: BROOKSHILL CLOVER NFM 36-073

MS HELEN BOOTH

348  BAY COLT FOAL BROOKLEY BALIAN
     SIRE: RUSHMOOR PLAYWRIGHT
     GRAND SIRE: MUDEFORD SOVEREIGN
     FOREST BRED

COUNTRYSIDE EDUCATION TRUST

349  BAY FILLY FOAL
     SIRE: LOVELY HILL HIGH-JACK
     DAM: HARTFORD ROSIE-LEE
SECTION 3
FOR FIRST CROSS OR PART BRED NEW FOREST PONIES
That are either registered or are eligible for registration in the First Cross or
the Part Bred Record.
ALL PONIES IN THIS SECTION WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MINIMUM BID OF 10 GUINEAS
ALL LOTS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 17.5% UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

K JACKSON ESQ
371 DARK BROWN YEARLING COLT PART BRED NEW FOREST PONY
N & L COUTTS
372 ROAN YEARLING COLT

MR RH BENNETT
373 BAY YEARLING COLT

N ADAMS ESQ
374 ROAN YEARLING COLT

J R GERRELLI ESQ
375 BAY YEARLING FILLY NFPBM 554 PART BRED NEW FOREST

G HARPER ESQ
376 DARK BROWN GELDING 8 Y.O. OWER THUNDER GRAND
SIRE: LOCKERIDGE BLACK MAGIC
NF X WELSH SEC. D, HALTER BROKEN BUT NEEDS PATIENT & EXPERIENCED
PERSON TO BRING ON

M GERRELLI ESQ
377 CHESTNUT FEMALE 3 Y.O. NFPBM 267 PORTMORE ELLIE
QUIET NATURE, MAKE GOOD PONY

MR & MRS RJ BAILEY
378 BAY FILLY 2 Y.O. PART BRED 13.HH NFPBM391 SIRE:
SMILER OF SHEEPWASH
DAM: NF X DARTMOOR
HALTER BROKEN, QUIET TO HANDLE, REGULARLY WORMED

MISS W PEARCE
379 DUN FILLY 4 Y.O. BIRCHLANDS CHARMER
SIRE: KENSONS HIGH PROSPECT (REGISTERED IRISH DRAUGHT)
DAM: BROOKSHILL CHARMING LADY (NEW FOREST MARE)

A STRIDE ESQ
380 BAY MARE

S P DRODGE ESQ
381 -382 COLT FOAL

O COOK ESQ
383 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL

J COOK
384 DUN COLT FOAL
385 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL
386 BAY FOLT FOAL
MR RH BENNETT
387 FILLY FOAL
388 -389 COLT FOAL

R G MANSBIDGE ESQ
390 397 FOAL

MR P RIX
398 BAY COLT FOAL SIRE: ASHLEY GOLDEN WONDER

MR J POTHECARY
399 PIEBALD COLT FOAL MINSTREL STRIKING COLOURED COLT BY FURZEY LODGE NEIL

MRS H HOWELLS
400 -402 COLT FOAL
MR A INGRAM
403 -407 FOAL

N & L COUTTS
408 SKEWBALD FILLY FOAL

R COUTTS ESQ
409 DUN FOAL

MRS D VAN HENNIK
410 BAY COLT FOAL
SIRE: BUCKLAND DRAGONSLAYER
DAM: 15.3HH WELSH X TB MARE
GOOD STRONG COLT SHOULD MATURE AROUND 15 HH

M MATON
411 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL
412 RED & WHITE COLT FOAL

MRS V MARSHALL
413 BAY FILLY FOAL CAMERON HER LADYSHIP
SIRE: WEIRS HARRY II
DAM: CAMERON LADY
5/8 NF 1/4 CB 1/8 TB, TO MAKE 14.2HH APPROX
414 BROWN FILLY FOAL CAMERON CONTESSA
SIRE: WEIRS HARRY II
DAM: CAMERON COUNTESS
5/8 NF 1/4 TB 1/8 CB, TO MAKE 14.2 HH APPROX
415 BAY COLT FOAL CAMERON MARSHMELLO
SIRE: WEIRS HARRY II
DAM: CAMERON CARAMELLO
5/8 NF 1/4 TB 1/8 CB, TO MAKE 14.2 HH APPROX

J WINTER ESQ
416 -430 FOAL - DETAILS TIME OF SALE

C MOORE
431 -440 FOAL

MRS E LOVELL
441 CHESTNUT COLT FOAL NFPBC348 ROWDOWN BARNEY, MAKE 13.2 HH
SIRE: BROCK BARNABUS
442 GREY COLT FOAL NFPBC346 ROWDOWN PICKLE
SIRE: LOVELEYHILL HOME TOUCH
J E HAYNES ESQ
443
DARK BROWN COLT FOAL 4 M.O.
SIRE: BAKEBURN JETHRO NFS39/239
DAM: SALLY

J GERRELLI ESQ
444 -447
COLT FOAL

MISS R KING
448
COLT FOAL

JH & TS YOUNG & NINEHAM
449
BROWN Filly FOAL TRENLEY TOUCH OF VELVET
SIRE: FARRIERS FINGERRING
DAM: FOREST FORTRESS WINNING POINT-TO-POINT MARE, VERY QUIET & WELL GROWN

MRS C HOPKINS
450 -454
FOAL

MRS E M GERRELLI
455
COLOURED COLT FOAL FOREST BRED - PART BRED FOREST

R J BESSANT ESQ
456
FOAL

SECTION 4
OTHER HORSES AND PONIES
ALL PONIES IN THIS SECTION WILL BE SUBJECT TO A MINIMUM BID OF 10 GUINEAS
ALL LOTS ARE SUBJECT TO VAT @ 17.5% UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

R J BESSANT ESQ
481
YEARLING COLT

L C SEAGER ESQ
482
DUN SHETLAND FILLY 2YO RAN WITH SMALL BLANKET SPOT STALLION IN SPRING

MR A INGRAM
483
GREY SHETLAND MARE
484
BLACK & WHITE SHETLAND MARE 12 Y.O.
485
BLACK SHETLAND MARE 16 Y.O.

MRS C HOPKINS
486
BLACK SHETLAND CROSS MARE AND BAY COLT FOAL

G A KING ESQ
487
BLACK & WHITE MINIATURE SHETLAND COLT, VERY QUIET TO HANDLE, MAKE SUPER PET

L D MANSBRIDGE ESQ
488 -489
SHETLAND MINIATURE COLT FOAL

MR J POTHECARY
490
CHESTNUT SHETLAND COLT FOAL THEO
491
CHESTNUT COLT FOAL ROONEY
MRS L RICKMAN
492  BLACK MINIATURE COLT FOAL 32" TIPTOE WOODY
     REGISTERED BRITISH SPOTTED PONY SOCIETY
493  MINIATURE SPOTTED COLT FOAL 30" TIPTOE BUZZ
     REGISTERED BRITISH SPOTTED PONY SOCIETY

MR A INGRAM
494  PALOMINO SHETLAND FILLY FOAL
495  SKEBALD SHETLAND FILLY FOAL
496  BLACK SHETLAND FILLY FOAL

J S POOLEY ESQ
497-498   SKEBALD SHETLAND COLT FOAL

M MATON
499  PALOMINO SHETLAND COLT FOAL
500  CHESTNUT SHETLAND COLT FOAL
501  PALOMINO & WHITE SHETLAND FILLY FOAL
502  RED & WHITE SHETLAND FILLY FOAL

M GERRELLI ESQ
503  REGISTERED CHESTNUT SHETLAND COLT FOAL
504  REGISTERED DARK BAY SHETLAND FILLY FOAL
505  REGISTERED SHETLAND BLACK COLT FOAL
506-507  PALOMINO MINIATURE SHETLAND COLT FOAL

J WINTER ESQ
508  BLUE & WHITE SPOTTED SHETLAND FILLY FOAL, HOWEN BLUE SPOT
509-512  SHETLAND FOAL

J GERRELLI ESQ
513  PIEBALD SHETLAND COLT FOAL
514  SKEBALD SHETLAND COLT FOAL

MRS C HOPKINS
515  BAY COLT SHETLAND CROSS FOAL
516  BAY FILLY FOAL

L C SEAGER ESQ
517-524  SHETLAND FILLY FOAL BY SMALL BLANKET SPOT STALLION TIPTOE MAVERICK

MR RH BENNETT
525  GREY JACK FOAL 9 M.O. MOCKBEGGAR JOSEPH

MRS H PRICE
526-527  DONKEY FOAL

MR A INGRAM
528  ROAN YEARLING COLT

J WINTER ESQ
529  BAY COLT YEARLING - DETAILS TIME OF SALE

MISS S ENGLAND
530  YEARLING COLT APPALOOSA X
531  CHESTNUT YEARLING COLT

R J BESSANT ESQ
532  YEARLING COLT
MRS D M ALFORD
533 SPOTTED YEARLING FILLY

MISS S ENGLAND
534 ROAN & WHITE YEARLING FILLY WARMBLOOD X NF

J WINTER ESQ
535 ROAN YEARLING FILLY

L C SEAGER ESQ
536 BLUE & WHITE COB X NF YEARLING FILLY TO MAKE 14-14.2HH BY 15.2 BLACK & WHITE COB STALLION
537 BAY YEARLING FILLY TO MAKE 14-14.2HH OUT OF NF MARE BY 15HH BLACK/WHITE COB STALLION

L BYFORD ESQ
538 BAY YEARLING FILLY COB X, TO MAKE 14.2HH, HALTER BROKEN, WORMED, FEET TRIMMED

L C SEAGER ESQ
539 BAY YEARLING FILLY OUT OF NF MARE BY 15.2HH BLACK/WHITE COB STALLION TO MAKE 14-14.2HH
540 REG PART BRED APALOOSA BAY YEARLING FILLY OUT OF UN REG APALOOSA X COB BY SOUTHERN DREAM
541 COB X YEARLING FILLY

HURLEY FARM STUD
546 DETAILS DAY OF SALE

J WINTER ESQ
549 COLT 2 Y.O. 15 HH WELSH SEC D X TB, WELL GROWN

MS P A STOREY
550 CHESTNUT GELDING 7 Y.O. 13.HH NF/WELSH, GOOD TO CATCH, BOX & SHOE, QUIET TO HANDLE, LIVES OUT, SUITABLE DRIVING PONY, NOT NOVICE RIDE

MRS K M ADAMS
551 BAY GELDING 3 Y.O. CHUBBY BROWN 14.2HH HALTER BROKEN, WELL HANDLED, QUIET COB, MAKE GOOD RIDE & DRIVE, READY TO BREAK

C MATON ESQ
552 DARK BROWN GELDING 12 Y.O. DARK HARBOUR PART HANOVERIAN 17.2HH

L C SEAGER ESQ
553 REG PART BRED APALOOSA CHESTNUT YEARLING GELDING OUT OF PURE BRED FOREST MARE BY SOUTHERN DREAM
554 COB X NF GREY YEARLING GELDING 4 WHITE SOCKS AND BLAZE BY 15H BLACK/WHITE COB STALLION

H COOPER ESQ
555 BAY FILLY 8 Y.O. 12 HH HAS RUN FOREST TO DATE, BELIEVED TO BE IN FOAL

C MATON ESQ
556 CHESTNUT FILLY 4 YO BIRCHLANDS GOLDEN SHADOW.
SIRE KENSONS HIGH PROSPECT (REG IRISH DRAFT)
DAM TWIGGS LANE SHOOTING STAR (PART TB)

MRS D FARMER
557 ROAN & WHITE MARE 4 Y.O. 13 HH BRED ON THE NEW FOREST
B BISHOP ESQ
558  BAY MARE 6 Y.O. 14.2 HH NOT A NOVICE RIDE

M MATON
559  SKEBWALD MARE

HURLEY FARM STUD
560-563  DETAILS DAY OF SALE

J WINTER ESQ
564 -566  MARE

H COOPER ESQ
567  BAY COLT 5 M.O.
568  GREY COLT 5 M.O.

MRS J TAYLOR
569  PALOMINO COLT FOAL GOLDEN MOONFLEET 5 M.O.
SIRE: PALOMINO ARAB
DAM: NEW FOREST
570  PALOMINO COLT FOAL GOLDEN LEGACY 7 M.O.
SIRE: PALOMINO ARAB
DAM: NEW FOREST

J KING ESQ
571 -572  BAY FILLY FOAL
573  SPOTTED FILLY FOAL

M GERRELLI ESQ
574 -576  FOAL - DETAILS TIME OF SALE

J S POOLEY ESQ
577-578  COLT  FOAL

MISS S ENGLAND
579 -593  COLOURED WARMBLOOD X NF FOAL

P D BESSANT ESQ
594-595  FOAL

MRS E LOVELL
596-597  FOAL

HURLEY FARM STUD
598-601  DETAILS DAY OF SALE

P PIDGLEY ESQ
602  BLACK COLT FOAL REGISTERED WELSH SEC. C, VERY PRETTY, SHOW PROSPECT,
WORMED, WEANED & HALTER BROKEN & EATING HARD FOOD

R J BESSANT ESQ
603-606  FOAL

MISS T RALPHS
607-609  FOAL

FURTHER ENTRIES ACCEPTED FROM MEMBERS OF THE NEW FOREST PONY
BREEDING AND CATTLE SOCIETY OR THE COMMONERS DEFENCE ASSOCIATION
ALL PURCHASERS SHOULD SATISFY THEMSELVES THAT THEY HAVE RECEIVED THE NECESSARY PASSPORTS OR PASSPORT APPLICATION CONFIRMATIONS BEFORE THEY LEAVE THE SALES OFFICE.

THE NFPBCS CHARGE £7 PER HEAD FOR NON MEMBERS AND £3.50 PER HEAD FOR MEMBERS TO TRANSFER THE PASSPORTS INTO YOUR OWNERSHIP

GENERAL NOTES

ALL PURCHASERS AND HAULAGE CONTRACTORS ARE DEEMED TO HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF THE MINISTRY ORDER AND THE TRANSIT OF ANIMALS ORDER 1975.

ALL LIVESTOCK LORRIES SHOULD HAVE ADEQUATE PARTITIONING AND WHERE THE SPACE FOR THE CARRIAGE OF HORSES EXCEEDS 3.7 METRES, PARTITIONS SHOULD BE FITTED TO FORM PENS NOT EXCEEDING THAT LENGTH. IF CARRIAGE IS TO BE BY WAY OF A TOWED LIVESTOCK TRAILER, DOORS OR A WOODEN/METAL BARRIER SHOULD BE FITTED ACROSS THE BACK AND IN PLACE BEFORE LEAVING THE SALE YARD.

VENDORS ARE REQUESTED TO PRESENT THEIR PONIES FOR LOTTING AS EARLY AS POSSIBLE AND IN ANY CASE NOT LATER THAN 11.30 am (SEE NOTE BELOW)

NO DOGS TO BE TAKEN INTO THE SALE YARD.

LAIORAGE CAN BE PROVIDED AT OWNERS RISK BY PRIOR ARRANGEMENT.

SELLING WILL BE GUINEAS.

ALL PONIES MUST BE UNLOADED & LOADED IN THE SALE YARD ONLY.

VETERINARY SURGEONS Veterinary Surgeons on behalf of the Society will be in attendance until 11.30 am to inspect animals entering the Sale Yard. IT IS THEREFORE MOST ESSENTIAL THAT ALL LOTS ARE BROUGHT FORWARD FOR LOTTING BY THIS TIME. LATE ARRIVALS WILL BE REFUSED BY THE STEWARDS. A Veterinary Surgeon will be on call after 11.30 am but the cost of same must be paid by the owner of the pony at this time, ownership after the fall of the hammer being the Purchaser.

PURCHASERS INTENDING TO BUY SEVERAL PONIES SHOULD REQUEST A SEPARATE BUYERS PEN PRIOR TO THE COMMENCEMENT OF THE SALE. ON COLLECTING YOUR TICKET PLEASE ENSURE THAT ALL YOUR PONIES ARE GATHERED TOGETHER BEFORE YOU PARK ON THE LOADING RAMP. ONLY THE APPOINTED HANDLERS, OR OWNERS WITH PERMISSION FROM THE STEWARDS ARE ALLOWED TO DRAW PONIES AFTER THE SALE.

REGISTRATION SEARCH FEE PURCHASERS REQUIRING THE AUCTIONEERS TO SUPPLY DETAILS OF LOTS BOUGHT 6 MONTHS AFTER THE ORIGINAL SALE DATE WILL NOW BE CHARGED A FEE OF £17.63 (£15 PLUS VAT) PER LOT.

IMPORTANT NOTE - NEW FOREST BYE-LAWS

Forestry Commission Keepers in uniform are present at the Sales and are responsible for the enforcement of the following New Forest Bye-Laws.

8. No person shall erect, place, fix or display any placard, bill, notice or board anywhere in the New Forest.
10. No person shall camp in the Forest, or erect, place or leave therein any tent, caravan, booth, swing, pole, clothes line or other erection of whatever kind.
14. No person shall deposit or leave in the Forest (except in receptacles provided for the purpose by the Forestry Commissioners or by a local Authority) or in any lake, pond, water tank, drain or watercourse therein, any dead animals, litter, rubbish, filth or refuse of whatever kind.
26. No person shall erect, sell, hawk or distribute in the Forest any food, beverage, literature or any other kind of goods of any sort whatsoever.

A copy of the New Forest Bye-Laws is exhibited opposite the New Forest Hotel, Beaulieu Road.

The Forestry Commission, mindful of the Conditions under which this sale is granted a Licence to operate, has become increasingly concerned over the private trading in the Lorry park and illegal parking within the sale curtilage. In consequence only transport with stock to sell and bona fide Purchasers will be admitted to the sale site and a one way circulatory system will be brought into operation for loading and unloading. Hampshire Constabulary will be present to ensure that the above conditions are complied with. All private cars will be directed to park in the Public Car Park beyond the Beaulieu Road Hotel on the opposite side to the sale site.
Forthcoming Sales

Friday 22nd September  
Isle of Wight  
Hill Farm, Gatcombe  
Deadstock dispersal sale

Thursday 28th September  
Shaftesbury Market  
Sale of Organic Cattle in conjunction with usual weekly  
Sale of Store Cattle

Tuesday 3rd October  
Salisbury Market  
Sale of Store Pigs

Wednesday 4th October  
Salisbury Auction Centre  
Sale of Fine Art & Decorative Items

Wednesday 4th October  
South Charford Farm, Breamore

Thursday 5th October  
Salisbury Auction Centre  
Sale of Carpets, Rugs & Textiles

Friday 6th October  
Salisbury Auction Centre  
Sale of Antiques & Collectables  
Bransgore Collective Sale

Tuesday 10th October  
Salisbury Market  
Special Sale of Continental Store Cattle

Thursday 12th October  
Wilton Sheep Fair

Friday 13th October  
Isle of Wight  
Special Sale of Store Cattle, Farm Machinery, Deadstock, Flowering Trees, Shrubs & Bulbs

Thursday 19th October  
Beaulieu Road  
Pony Sale

Saturday 21st October  
Salisbury Market  
Sale of Rare & Traditional Breeds of Poultry

Tuesday 24th October  
Salisbury Market  
Special Sale of Aberdeen Angus & Hereford Store Cattle

Friday 27th October  
Wessex Machinery Sale

Tuesday 31st October  
Salisbury Market  
Sale of Pedigree Beef Bulls & Females

Friday 3rd November  
Salisbury Market  
Sale of Antiques and Collectables
Conditions of Sale

1. The highest bidder for any lot shall be the Purchaser and if any dispute should arise between 2 or more bidders the lot may be put up again at the highest undisputed bidding and resold or the Auctioneers may determine the dispute at their election and their decision shall be final and conclusive.

2. No person at any bidding shall advance less than the sum stated by the Auctioneers at the time of selling nor shall any bidding be retracted.

3. Each Purchaser shall give his or her name and place of abode in writing (if required) and pay the full purchase money at the close of the Sale, or if required, the whole or a portion of the purchase money as the Auctioneers may determine during the course of the Sale.

4. The Auctioneers have described the lots to the best of their ability and belief from the information furnished by the Vendor. The Vendor who supplies such statements is alone responsible for any error or mis-statement which there may be.

5. No lot/s shall be removed from the premises until paid for, but each and every lot shall immediately at the fall of the hammer be considered as, and be and remain in every respect at the absolute risk of the respective Purchaser/s thereof, and shall be removed from the Sale at the Purchasers expense, save as may be provided for under the terms of clause 7 herein. All goods sold will remain the property of the Auctioneers until the purchase price has been paid in full. The purchaser will remain a bailee only until payment is made.

6. The lots are sold as seen with all faults, imperfections and errors of description, neither the Auctioneers nor the Vendor being responsible for the current description, genuineness or authenticity of any fault or defect in any lot, and giving no warranty or undertaking in those regards whatever, whether by law, statute, custom trade usage or otherwise save where such undertaking is required by law to be given. The Purchaser/s hereby agree that they have by reason of his or their own inspection and investigation of the lot satisfied himself or themselves of the accuracy of any description or other statement whatsoever given or made in connection with the sale, and of the state, nature and condition of the said lot.

7. Notwithstanding the provisions of Condition 5, where the Purchaser/s contends after the fall of the hammer but prior to his or their making payment that the Vendor or the Auctioneer has mis-represented the mechanical condition or state or the accuracy of the description of the lot in such a way to have influenced the Purchaser/s in making his or their bid, the Auctioneer may at his sole and absolute discretion have the lot removed to the premises of an independent expert selected by him at his sole discretion for specialist examination which, if necessary or appropriate, may include the dismantling and reconstruction of the lot. If in the opinion of the expert the Purchaser/s claim is justified, then provided there is no contention as to whether or not such a misrepresentation was made, the Vendor shall bear all costs incurred by the expert including those in respect of transport or delivery to his premises and any storage or charge for custody and the Purchaser/s may have the option of cancelling the sale or negotiating a lesser price with the Auctioneer. If in the opinion of the expert the claim of the Purchaser/s is not justified then the Purchaser/s shall bear all of the experts costs, including those of transport and delivery to his premises and any storage or charge for custody.

8. Inasmuch as the Auctioneers act only as Agents for the Vendor, they shall not be held personally liable for any default on the part of either Vendor or Purchaser.

9. No undertaking of the Auctioneer or their servants to take charge of any lots after the Sale, or to forward them to their destination shall be held to impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of the foregoing Conditions.

10. Purchasers paying by cheque must be prepared, if required, to produce a letter of credit from their Banker.

11. In all cases of transfer the original Purchaser shall be held responsible for the purchase money.

12. The Auctioneers reserve to themselves the right of refusing any bidding they may deem it advisable to decline, and of withdrawing any lot/s from the Sale and to sell in such order as they may think fit.

13. Purchasers or their Agents are requested to obtain accounts and delivery orders at the Auctioneers office before leaving the place of Sale, and carefully to examine same. The Auctioneers cannot hold themselves responsible for any errors in accounts or delivery orders unless they are notified of such errors on the day of the Sale.

14. VAT - The Auctioneers will offer the lots for Sale exclusive of Value Added Tax. VAT at Standard Rate will be added when the accounts are made up.

15. All private sales made on the day of sale must be booked through the Auctioneers.

16. On the fourteenth day after the Sale Vendors shall be entitled to receive the purchase price (less commission) of any lot/s provided that the Auctioneers shall have received same and that in the event of any acknowledged debt of the Vendor/s being owed to the Auctioneers the latter shall have the right to set off such debt against the proceeds of Sale.